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Plaintiff’s Product
Nail Buffer

This compact size, three-sided professional nail buffer gives nails an ultimate shine, helps smooth and strengthen nails and stimulates blood flow to help increase nail growth.
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CLAIM

The ornamental design for a nail buffer, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a nail buffer in accordance with my invention;
FIG. 2 is a left side elevation view of the nail buffer shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a right side elevation view of the nail buffer shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a front elevation view of the nail buffer shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a rear end elevation view of the nail buffer shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 6 is a top plan view of the nail buffer shown in FIG. 1; and,
FIG. 7 is a bottom plan view of the nail buffer shown in FIG. 1.

The dashed outlines in the views of FIGS. 1 and 6 showing the location of indicia are for illustrative purposes only and form no part of the claimed design.
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Defendant’s Product
Sensation Professional Nail Buffer works like no other product in that it utilizes your nail's own natural oils. This buffer is made up of 4 sides and each side serves its own specific function.

Click to Order ~~> Sensation Nail Buffer
Comparison of both with Prior Art
Prior Art
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Falley Buffer Block  Nailco Patent  Swisa Buffer  ’389 patent

(The diagram is reprinted from the CAFC en banc opinion)